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Abstract. The rapid changes in technologies for representing learning content impact the modern concept of e-learning. They enable the implementation of personalized learning, development of a friendly, flexible and simulation-based learning environment. In this paper, the e-learning environment for Geography was analysed. In order to implement personalized active learning in Geography teaching and learning, the requirements of an adaptive tool for Geography teaching and learning are discussed and the theoretical framework for personalized e-learning environment is proposed. Based on previous experimental pedagogical research (carried out in Slovakia between 2008–2013 within the national project “Modernisation of the Educational Process in Elementary and Secondary Schools”), a new geospatial technological approach and theoretical framework for active learning process is discussed, and the prototype of a new Mapker for Geography teaching and learning is presented.
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1. Introduction

The main aim of educational technologies is to ensure not only flexibility, effectiveness, the efficiency of e-learning, but to be organized in modern fashion as well. Despite these requirements it must combine serious learning and gamification in order to be attractive to as many learners as possible, i.e. it can be stated that e-learning must provide personalized active learning. Although personalized e-learning can be analysed from different perspectives, the paper presents a new framework which will be incorporated into an e-learning environment for Geography, based on the personalization - not only of the content but of the activities as well. Personalized learning refers to efforts of tailoring
education to meet different student needs, e.g. different knowledge levels, skills, ages, etc. Active learning is any learning activity in which the student participates or interacts with the learning process, as opposed to passively taking in the information, working not only about the content, but within the content, e.g. including games, simulations, etc. Based on these two concepts, personalized active learning is introduced.

Literature review on e-Learning Environments for Geography reveals some important findings on requirements to be met in order to fulfil unique and subject-based needs, not only of the students but those of the teachers as well. The research which had been carried out (Karolčík, 2007, 2010), included a questionnaire survey and discussions with Slovak Geography teachers. It confirmed that the biggest problem, significantly limiting the use of existing geospatial technology containing professional map outputs, is an unnecessarily large database of the provided information and missing Slovak localisation. Moreover, their work with software products belonging to the group of available geographic information systems is complicated by the unintelligible user interface, many functions, control elements, and tools.

In this paper, firstly, the e-learning environment for Geography was analysed. Next, main requirements for a new e-learning environment were established. In the third part of the paper, based on scientific research and previous experimental pedagogical research (carried out in Slovakia between 2008–2013 within the national project “Modernisation of the Educational Process in Elementary and Secondary Schools”), both a new theoretical framework for the active learning process and its prototype is presented.

2. Literature Review

2.1. Review of e-Learning Environments for Geography

Geospatial technologies (GST), such as global positioning systems (GPS) and GPS-enabled devices, geographic information systems (GIS) programs, Web-based geographic information systems (GIS), and virtual globes, offer a large number of alternative applications in the learning and teaching process; their educational potential has been already pointed out by several authors and in many conceptual documents (e.g., (National Research Council, 2006), (McClurg and Buss, 2007), (Lee and Bednarz, 2009), (Goodchild and Janelle, 2010), (NGSS Lead States, 2013)). However, the research-based evidence of real and sustained benefits of GST to education and learning is lacking. Existing research in this area has been sparse and fragmented, with no clear plan to provide guidance to aspiring investigators (Baker and Bednarz, 2003; Baker et al., 2012). Lack of research-based evidence for sustained benefits of GST to learning is one hindrance of large-scale implementation of Geospatial Technologies in schools (Baker et al., 2014).

As the list of commercial, as well as freely accessible software applications and technological solutions that might be included in the GST category is huge and cannot be exhaustive, in this paper the analysis of existing solutions was carried out only with selected software applications which have already been implemented in the Geography teaching process and subjected to the verification within the performed research activities. This group of GST includes also virtual globes. Virtual globes contain tools simulating flying above the landscape as if the user were in their own personal spacecraft. At any point, one can zoom, pan, or tilt the Earth view for a 3D perspective
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(Schultz et al., 2008). The best-known virtual globes include NASA WorldWind, ArcGIS Explorer from ESRI, Skyline’s TerraExplorer, and, of course, the Google Earth by Google. A special place within the virtual globe products is held by the Marble virtual globe, currently being developed within the KDE Edu project (Table 1).

Table 1. A comparison of several virtual globes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Virtual globe</th>
<th>Accessibility</th>
<th>Used for Geography education</th>
<th>Quality level*</th>
<th>Personalized e-learning **</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Google Earth</td>
<td>A free online digital globe released by Google Inc</td>
<td>Yes, easy to use, but complex (Wilson 2008), (Zhu, Pan &amp; Gao 2016).</td>
<td>high</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NASA WorldWind</td>
<td>A free, open source API</td>
<td>No, too complex. It is a software development kit that software engineers can use to build their own applications (NASA, 2017)</td>
<td>average</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ArcGIS Explorer from ESRI</td>
<td>Education free ArcGIS Online organization accounts</td>
<td>Yes (Esri 2017b).</td>
<td>high</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Skyline’s TerraExplorer</td>
<td>Free to download</td>
<td>No, too complex. Enables to create realistic 3D visualisations by overlaying the terrain with unlimited data layers, 3D models and virtual objects (Skyline, 2017).</td>
<td>average</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KDE Edu project</td>
<td>Free</td>
<td>Yes, (Karolčík, Čípková &amp; Mázorová 2016).</td>
<td>high</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* For determining Level of quality we used the Concept for the comprehensive evaluation of the quality of educational software (CEELTES) (Karolčík et al., 2015), and according to the results obtained we ranked the software product into one of the levels of personalization - very low, low, average, high, very high.

**Personalized e-learning – it was checked if the system personalizes e-learning at any level: content, activity, learning path, performance, etc.
According to the results presented in the Table 1, it can be stated that although all virtual world tools are free to access for education, and not less than “average” level of quality, still all of them lack personalization and some of them are too complex to be applicable in the classroom environment for different ages of students. Some of the systems, like KDE Edu project, ArcGIS Explorer from ESRI and Google Earth tools have been applied for learning and teaching Geography (Karolčík et al., 2016), but as (Jung, 2017) reveals that „Although previous studies have proven the usefulness and effectiveness of geographic information system (GIS) use in the K–12 classroom, the rate of teacher adoption remains low. The identified major barrier to its use is a lack of teachers’ background and experience. To solve this limitation, many organisations have provided GIS-related teacher training using various GIS learning materials. However, most materials have been developed without much consideration for the ‘users’ of these materials.”

Despite the undisputable and often also scientific research-verified impact of GST use on thinking, knowledge and information gained by students (Jadallah et al. 2017; Karolčík et al., 2016; Zhu et al., 2016; Bodzin, 2011; Nielsen et al., 2011; Bodzin and Cirucci, 2009; Stahley, 2006), its implementation into a teaching process faces several obstacles in the practice. There are two realities that contribute to the perpetuation of a lack of meaningful technology integration within K–12 social studies settings: a) the lack of professional development programs addressing the needs and challenges of effective e-learning environment integration (Zhao, 2007), and b) the lack of exposure to existing curricular and pedagogical models teachers can use to guide meaningful integration of technology into the curriculum (Doering et al., 2009). However, the implementation of thoughtfully designed, content-specific professional development programs and supporting guidance in exploring technology integration models may help schools and teachers overcome these realities and barriers (Doering et al., 2014). One way to overcome the mentioned obstacles is to develop an e-learning environment for Geography.

2.2. The requirements for an adaptive tool for Geography

The most important characteristic of educational software is its primary purpose, the reason for which it was created. The software created particularly for the educational purposes and used by teachers as a tool for teaching, or by students as a tool for learning, can meet this primary precondition (IT232 – Pedagogical Software, 8.2.2012). The development of educational software intended for creating and editing base maps prove the fact that a key element required for the implementation of any software in the process of teaching Geography in schools is the long-lasting, very close, and intensive cooperation with teachers, students, as well as thorough testing of individual versions of the developed software in technical conditions of a school with the standard level of equipment. In general, a teacher’s decision to include or not to include particular educational software in the educational agenda is considerably affected by the teacher’s expertise and by the availability of high-quality supporting materials in the form of a complex package of methodologies for the appropriate and meaningful incorporation of the software in the teaching process.

In order to implement personalized active learning into Geography teaching and learning, the requirements of an adaptive tool for Geography teaching and learning are discussed next.
From the technical perspective an adaptive tool for Geography should satisfy these requirements:

1. Educational software should be stable and provide users with high-level technical, technological, and user comfort.
2. Presented digital content, in the form of outline maps, should consider pedagogical and psychological aspects of learning, respect the applicable educational standards, and use the latest data processing technologies.
3. The use of the educational software product should be simple and intuitive. The graphical user interface should be transparent and selected software control tools should be clear and compendious.
4. Provided digital content, in the form of outline maps, should be open, enable printing, saving, sharing, and exporting of created map documents (Karolčík et al., 2015).

From the personalized active learning perspective an adaptive tool for Geography should incorporate the four main components for complex learning (Learning tasks, Supportive Info, Procedural Info and Part-Task Practice) in order to ensure effective and efficient e-learning. (van Merriënboer and Kirschner, 2018). Based on five factors for successful e-learning, the system must personalize e-learning according to students’ performance – should create a stable content and activity adaptation algorithm or strategy and ensure:

1. Maximum of Relevance (Does an adaptive tool relate to what your students thought they were going to see? Where did the visitor just arrive from? Which level?)
2. Maximum of Clarity (Does an adaptive tool clearly call-to-action?)
3. Maximum of Urgency (Is there any indication on it that a particular action should or must be taken now?)
4. Minimum of Distraction (Are there elements on your page that could divert your visitor away from the goal? Minimizing distractions such as unnecessary activities, links, and extraneous information will increase students’ learning rate.)

From teachers perspective, educational software should be supplemented with various supporting didactic materials, worksheets, and methodological guides on how to work with its digital content correctly (in an adequate and proper manner) and use it meaningfully in the teaching process, e.g. requirements of teachers to supplement the map content with their own signs containing the text descriptions were met by the authors in the prototype of Mapker by supplementing the list of objects in the ‘Map Settings’ window with the ‘User Descriptions’ item. A text field for the description of each object displayed in a map can be edited, supplemented, and changed by a user, as required. Besides all of this, it should offer various interactive educational activities supporting the learning and cognition (Karolčík et al., 2015).
3. Developing e-Learning Environments for Geography

3.1. The theoretical framework for personalized e-learning environment

Based on the requirements stated in the previous part, the theoretical framework for personalized e-learning environment is proposed. Personalization could be done using different strategies. According to (Knutov et al., 2009), there are three different strategies that distinguish three possible adaptation methods: 1) content adaptation; 2) adaptive representation; 3) adaptive browsing. Personalized learning with Mapker is based on browsing adaptation by producing personalized learning units or learning paths.

Fig. 1. A proposed approach: a theoretical framework for the development of adaptive Mapker

Runtime layer (Fig. 1.) consists of three functionalities: Monitoring behaviour (in order to provide the most suitable learning content with learning tasks and activities to a student, his/her behaviour on the system should be taken into account), Personalization strategy (an adaptation of learning using previous experience according to the student requirements and needs) and finally the representation of digital content and activities enables personalized active learning of a student.

Storage layer compounds four modules: educational resources, domain, adaptation and learner’s module. In this paper the main personalization strategy for personalized active learning is twofold: 1) designing educational resources to ensure an appeal on
knowledge, skills as well as attitudes (variability of Learning Tasks and Activities (LTA), support, assessment and guidance for LTA); 2) sequencing LTA (for e-learning of longer duration, LTA typically need to be sequenced from simple to complex. Then, topic classes are defined at increasing levels of complexity. In the same topic class, learning tasks are equally complex, show high variability, and gradually decrease available support and guidance.)

3.1.1. Designing educational resources

According to findings (Karolčík et al, 2016; van Merriënboer and Kirschner, 2018) design of educational resources is going to be based on four components: Preparation, Presentation, Practice and Performance (Fig. 2).

![Four components of educational resources for personalized active learning](image)

**Fig. 2.** Four components of educational resources for personalized active learning

The **preparation** phase includes activities related to the preparation of learning activities, teaching aids, tasks and methodical instructions using the software technology for:

1. arousing curiosity and interest of pupils in a topic,
2. creating a positive atmosphere, motivation to learn and trust in one's own abilities.

The **presentation** phase includes activities related to the preparation of learning activities, teaching aids, tasks and methodical instructions using the software technology for:
1. exploring phenomena and processes, discovering new knowledge and putting them into the real-life context;
2. introducing, explaining and clarifying new information and skills applying multiple learning methods;
3. solving problems and applying the elements of cooperative and collaborative learning;
4. as well as integrating new information and skills into a pupil's knowledge.

The **practice** phase includes activities related to the preparation of learning activities, teaching aids, tasks and methodical instructions using the software technology for:
1. assessing the practical use of the acquired knowledge, skills and competencies,
2. playing quizzes, organizing competitions and undertaking tasks that utilize the elements of active learning;
3. assessing the importance and evaluation of the acquired knowledge.

The **performance** phase includes teachers’ activities related to the preparation of learning activities, teaching aids, tasks and methodical instructions using the software technology for:
1. the creation of outputs usable in real life;
2. extending the knowledge and experience gained;
3. practical use of the acquired knowledge.

Each component should comprise a set of content, tasks, activities, etc. In Fig. 2 learning tasks and activities are indicated as circles. They can be problems that must be solved by the learners, a professional task that needs to be performed, cases that must be studied, projects that are conducted by small groups of students, and so forth. Learning tasks drive learning from concrete experiences or ‘learning by doing’. Variability of LTA is indicated by the small triangles at different positions in the learning tasks. Support and guidance are indicated by the filling of the circles. As it was stated, learning tasks typically need to be sequenced from simple to complex. Then, topics are defined at increasing levels of complexity. In Fig. 2, task classes are indicated by dotted rectangles around a set of equally complex learning tasks. The series of small circles indicate help for learners to automate selected routine aspects of learning tasks, provides ample repetition and immediate corrective feedback. Having the design of educational resources stated sequencing of LTA based on learner’s information can be presented.

The main principles to design learning task and activities are based on Scope-Commonality-Variability analysis (Niu et al, 2009) of the subject topic. Scope, commonality, and variability (SCV) analysis gives software engineers a systematic way of thinking about and identifying the subject they are creating. The scope defines the topic of the subject. Commonality applies the same tasks of learning path that are valid across all his learning objects. Variability describes the different activities or tasks of the learning process for all learning paths. We will illustrate the meaning of commonality and variability with a simple example. For example, we have a learning topic “Europe Mountain Massifs “(Scope). This topic has one property of the subject topic – one mountain massif includes several Europe Countries (Commonality). This property will gain different values depending on the purpose or the kind of topic (Variability). For example, in the same learning paths, we design LO (Learning Object) about the same mountain massif (e.g. Alps) and this massif includes several Europe Countries. Another LO could be designed across the same Countries, but with different mountain massifs. In
this case, we design a regarding commonality principle. But, we apply the variability principle, if the same LO is involved in various activities (in different learning path: preparation, presentation, practice, performance): to mark mountain massifs by the size/to order the mountain by the height, to select countries by the same or different mountain massifs, etc.

The design of LTA must be based on the commonality and variability principles. The process of LTA design consists of these steps:

1. Identification of the learning topic.
2. Each topic is analysed and LOs created. For tasks and activities of LO creation we must apply a couple of rules:
   2.1 In the same learning path to select tasks and activities, which have similar commonality value.
   2.2 Different learning paths are designed by variability value of tasks and activities.
   2.3 The LO on the same topic has only one main purpose and no more than 9 tasks or activities.

3.1.2 Sequencing Learning Tasks and Activities (LTA)

The review of the literature shows that personalized learning is more effective than “non-personalized”, and looking at it from the technological aspect, it can be implemented by designing and developing adaptive e-learning systems or integral components for non-adaptive systems, e.g. course management systems. It can be found
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**Fig. 3.** The initial schema of the information based adaptive algorithm
that different approaches to e-learning personalization have been applied so far. Hummel et al. (2007) classify personalization methods into two groups: 1) Information-based approaches – they comprise learning technology standardization, metadata, and application of semantic web and 2) social-based approaches – usually data mining, collaborative filtering methods, etc.

The adaptive algorithm for personalized active learning is still under research and will follow the information-based approach.

3.2. The Prototype of a new Mapker for Personalized Active Learning

In this part, the prototype of a Mapker for Geography teaching and learning is presented. Since 2006, the Mapker 3.0 educational software is a digital teaching aid, continuously developed in the school practice by teachers and tested by students, designed specifically for the purpose of teaching Geography. The Mapker 3.0 (www.mapker.sk) educational software offers a modern and simple method to users how to adjust base outline maps that were processed in order to provide a wide range of the most frequently used map objects and layers. The basic offer contains maps of Slovakia, Czech Republic, Africa, Australia, Asia, Europe, South and Northern America, supplemented with the cartographic representation of the entire Earth surface, titled the World. The Mapker 3.0 significantly simplifies the creation of user’s own outline maps and map cut-outs. A created map may be saved on a computer hard disc, reloaded, further modified,

![Fig. 4. The graphical user interface of the prototype of Mapker](image-url)
supplemented, printed out, or exported to the most frequently used image formats (PNG and JPEG). This educational software is supplemented with several interactive quizzes aimed at practising and testing Geography knowledge. Although the Mapker is already tested with teachers, it still needs some of the improvements from e-learning personalization perspective.

The key role in teaching Geography at all levels and in all types of schools, is played by cartographic materials. Even though the range of the offered Internet sources of maps is constantly growing, the search for a base map that would fully meet teacher’s requirements and correspond to the lesson topic is a very protracted and often demanding process. Scanning of map images from various Geography-related publications often does not bring satisfactory results and, moreover, additional adjustment thereof (surface cut-outs, changes of used colours, adding descriptions, etc.) requires time and specific digital skills. In order to extend the value of the software design of educational resources they were reviewed and now they are being updated.

The main property of the educational software is, according to many authors, its pedagogical nature, i.e., the fact that it was designed, created, tested in practice, and further developed particularly for educational purposes, as a learning and a teaching tool (IT232 – Pedagogical software, 2009; Kalaš, 2005; Lehotská, 2007).

The most important role in learning Geography relies on the student’s activity using graphical user interface (GUI), in this case, of Mapker. Therefore, the prototype of Mapker was developed with the focus to make it a user-friendly system, i.e. intuitive, efficient with pleasant, easy-to-navigate GUI. During the testing period (from April to June) the prototype of Mapker had been tried by 152 students. In order to accumulate statistics of user behaviour, while they were solving tasks, it was being tracked. In this pilot experiment, students were able to choose only two interactive activities with the aim to test their geographical knowledge.

The first activity is called "Test yourself!". It tests how a student recognizes different geographical objects in a blind map background. The system showed for each question several objects to mark but no labels (e.g. 5 different rivers). The task was to click the correct mark. After a click, the label was shown. If the answer was wrong, the correct label was shown as well. Correct and wrong labels were shown in different colours. Results, obtained within 3 months, show that the activity "Test Yourself!" was understandable, i.e. the time slot to complete the task among all the observed students was very similar, the mean was 1.02 min. with std. deviation 0.59. No outliers in data were detected and there was no statistically significant difference from the average performance found on that task.

The second type of task was "Hit it!". To complete this sort of task successfully, a student needed to provide an accurate and more detailed answer. This activity required a decision about the correct property of point objects position (e.g. towns) in a blind map. The task was to click as precisely as possible to a place where this object was located. After clicking, in case of a mistake, the program displayed a red flag to the clicked point and a green flag to the correct point. At the same time the score was calculated according to the distance between them in the scale from 0 to 100 points. These type activities are more sensitive, i.e. the chance of mistake was more likely to happen then in case of the activity "Test it Yourself!". Based on user behaviour data, the task "Hit it!" was completed by students in an average of 7 to 12 minutes. Besides, larger deviations from the average performance were found on that task in comparison with "Test yourself!".
Based on the results of the pilot experiment of the Mapker's prototype it can be stated that GUI of Mapker is intuitive, but still while applying a "Hit it!" activities a deeper practical test of this type of task is needed in order to eliminate possibilities of errors regarding the requirements for the accuracy of the solution.

4. Conclusions and Future Work

Based on the literature review, there are different systems that might be applicable for Geography learning and teaching. However, none of them provide personalized learning. Looking at the educational system from its modernity perspective, personalized learning is the most value-promising approach. Therefore, the paper gives the analysis of e-Learning Environment for Geography and seeks to reveal opportunities for Personalized Active Learning in Geography learning. After the analysis of Mapker 3, it was found that firstly redesigning of educational resources is needed: the architecture of the system must be changed by incorporating into it a more scientific approach by not only organizing learning tasks and activities based on the commonality and variability principles but sequencing them as well. In the paper, the theoretical framework for personalized e-learning environment is discussed and future work is elaborated.
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